Abstract-Scientific simulations on high performance computing (HPC) platforms generate large quantities of data. To bridge the widening gap between compute and I/O, and enable data to be more efficiently stored and analyzed, simulation outputs need to be refactored, reduced, and appropriately mapped to storage tiers. However, a systematic solution to support these steps has been lacking in the current HPC software ecosystem. To that end, this paper develops SIRIUS, a progressive JPEG-like data management scheme for storing and analyzing big scientific data. It co-designs data decimation, compression, and data storage, taking the hardware characteristics of each storage tier into considerations. With reasonably low overhead, our approach refactors simulation data, using either topological or uniform decimation, into a much smaller, reduced-accuracy base dataset, and a series of deltas that is used to augment the accuracy if needed. The base dataset and deltas are compressed and written to multiple storage tiers. Data saved on different tiers can then be selectively retrieved to restore the level of accuracy that satisfies data analytics. Thus, SIRIUS provides a paradigm shift towards elastic data analytics and enables end users to make trade-offs between analysis speed and accuracy on-the-fly. This paper further develops algorithms to preserve statistics for data decimation, a common requirement for reducing data. We assess the impact of SIRIUS on unstructured triangular meshes, a pervasive data model used in scientific simulations. In particular, we evaluate two realistic use cases: the blob detection in fusion and high-pressure area extraction in computational fluid dynamics.
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INTRODUCTION
I N 2015, the authors worked with a team of computational scientists from Princeton Plasma Physics Laboratory to conduct a cutting-edge fusion simulation, running XGC1 [1] , [2] on 300,000 cores on Titan 1 to model ITER, 2 the prospective largest fusion reactor in the world, designed to produce 500 MW power output, a ten-fold increase compared to input. The spatiotemporal resolution of the simulation initially called for a solution that could efficiently store and analyze 1 PB of particle and grid data per day. We estimated that retrieving the data from the parallel file system would alone take at least 5 hours, which was deemed too expensive. 3 Furthermore, the total capacity of one file system partition on Titan was 14 PB; writing 1 PB per day, its capacity would be exceeded in less than two weeks. These data management challenges, unsustainable in terms of both throughput and capacity, forced the application scientists to degrade the fidelity of the run to accomplish the campaign in an acceptable time.
High precision and fine resolution largely account for the above-mentioned difficulties. Numerical calculations in scientific simulations often use high accuracy in both spatial and temporal dimensions to mitigate error amplification after many iterations. Unfortunately, the large data volume generated may dramatically prolong downstream analytics. In collaboration with fusion and other application scientists, we identify the following opportunities to tackle this challenge. First, analytics do not always need to be performed at the same precision or resolution level as the simulation. Enforcing the highest accuracy is often excessive and unnecessary for data analytics; lower accuracy may suffice on case-by-case bases. A range of accuracies, instead of a single accuracy, is particularly useful if the data need to be shared between a community of users who have different requirements. Second, on next-generation leadership systems Aurora, 4 Summit, 5 and Sierra, 6 the storage hierarchy is becoming increasingly deep, with the emergence of new storage/memory technologies, such as high-bandwidth memory (HBM), non-volatile memory (NVRAM), solidstate drives (SSDs), and burst buffers. 7 Different storage tiers possess distinct I/O performance characteristics and constraints, which need to be balanced appropriately to accommodate the speed and size requirements of analytics.
To facilitate data analysis in an efficient and flexible manner, we design and implement SIRIUS, a data management middleware based on the Adaptable I/O System (ADIOS) [3] , [4] , which refactors simulation results into a smaller base dataset and a series of auxiliary deltas. We implement two refactoring schemes: topological and uniform decimation, and compare their pros and cons. These refactored data are further compressed and mapped to storage tiers. Mindful of varied accuracy and performance requirements in post-run analytics, SIRIUS allows the base dataset to be retrieved alone or in conjunction with the auxiliary deltas, to restore the data to target accuracy levels that may or may not be the full accuracy.
We evaluate the functions and performance of SIRIUS using three HPC simulation datasets generated by scientific applications XGC1 [1] , GenASiS [5] , and a CFD I/O kernel, 8 then study how SIRIUS impacts downstream analytics. We conduct evaluations on Titan, utilizing tmpfs [6] and the Lustre [7] parallel file system to build a two-tier storage hierarchy. We highlight four features as an executive summary of our contributions:
The design and implementation of SIRIUS allow simulation data to be refactored such that users can perform exploratory data analysis progressively, and the fidelity can be adjusted according to scientists' accuracy needs. The co-design of analytics and storage provides a new data management paradigm in HPC environments. SIRIUS refactors and maps data to appropriate storage tiers, taking advantage of the capacity and performance characteristics of each tier. We explore ways that decimation can be done with statistics preserved, which is often demanded by domain scientists for decimation. We illustrate how well the first two orders of moments, i.e., mean and variance, can be preserved. We conducted thorough performance evaluations to understand the impact of SIRIUS on simulation and analytics. This is done using both micro metrics, i.e., peak signal-noise ratio (PSNR) and macro metrics, such as the number of features extracted. For blob detection on the fusion data, SIRIUS maintains salient features of the simulation results even if the decimation ratio is as high as 32X. We demonstrate that SIR-IUS can accelerate end-to-end data analytics by an order of magnitude, when trading accuracy for speed is preferable. The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 builds upon this introduction, continuing the discussion of SIRIUS' motivation. Section 3 explains the architecture and workflow implemented in SIRIUS. In Section 4, we describe the performance evaluation including the datasets and testbed used, and investigate how data saved by SIRIUS at different resolutions affects nontrivial analytics used for fusion simulation data. Section 5 further overviews related work, followed by conclusions in Section 6.
MOTIVATION
This section explains the motivation of SIRIUS and compares it with existing schemes to better contextualize new functionality supported by SIRIUS and to frame the fundamental contributions of our work. We highlight several challenges that we must address and that SIRIUS helps to overcome.
Progressive Refinement
Motivation 1: Progressive refinement has been proven to be an effective method in the scenario where tradeoffs between storage size and data accuracy are desirable. Based on our domain knowledge as well as our discussions with application and data scientists, it is common that meaningful insights can be obtained through data analytics at a lower accuracy, instead of always at the full accuracy of simulation results.
SIRIUS is motivated by the concept of progressive refinement [8] , [9] , with the intent of enabling users to perform data analysis at various accuracies. Depending on the problem at hand, they may deem that they do not require the full accuracy saved by the simulations, especially if there are high compute and I/O costs associated with high accuracy. As we discussed in Section 1 using the example of XGC1 reading times, this scenario exists today.
SIRIUS does not force users to work on reduced-accuracy data. Instead, it affords users the flexibility of choosing the accuracy they desire and augmenting it on-the-fly. SIRIUS is largely inspired by JPEG 2000 [10] , [11] , which was designed to cope with transferring images over congested network links, using a wavelet-based compression technique and truncation, such that decoding the code stream still yields a signal resembling the original, but at a reduced resolution. For two-dimensional images, often not all bits in every pixel need to be retained for acceptable visual quality.
If the network quality of service is low, transferring full resolution takes a long time. Compromising quality for latency to obtain a quick view, then progressively promoting the quality offers a much better user experience.
HPC workflows already borrow from the idea of progressive refinement, using reduced-fidelity data access paradigms for better performance during simulation. We cite code coupling in fusion simulations as an example. XGCa [12] , [13] is a version of XGC1, which assumes additional symmetry to reduce the computational costs and to increase the integration time that can be simulated, at the penalty of coarsening the simulation accuracy. Workflows exist that run XGCa and XGC1 in a coupled fashion, with XGCa "fast-forwarding" the system state to later in time when interesting turbulent phenomena occur. Then XGC1 resumes from this point, because increased-fidelity is needed to resolve the features of the turbulent physics. During the production runs, XGC1 rarely writes its full particle information to disk, only in case checkpointing or restarting is needed, due to the 10 TB of data volume. More frequently, the simulation outputs a smaller data volume called f0, which includes a summary of particle characteristics such as the distribution of particle velocities, to mitigate the I/O bottleneck. In coupled jobs, data must be exchanged between the codes several times. Hence, for performance acceleration, f0, instead of the full dataset, is read by XGCa, then sampled to generate a particle realization.
SIRIUS versus Multi-level Compression
Motivation 2: Naive multi-level compression is sub-optimal in data reduction ratio. SIRIUS exploits correlations between different levels and high compression ratios of deltas to further reduce the storage footprints of reduced data.
Progressive refinement can be achieved via multi-level compression, without saving deltas. One generates N different-accuracy datasets fL i j ðN > i ! 0Þg (full details of notation can be found in Section 3.2), which are retrieved 8 . http://cgns.sourceforge.net/CGNSFiles.html progressively from lower-to-higher accuracy until analytics requirements are satisfied -beginning from L NÀ1 , up through L 0 for the original, full-accuracy data. Our approach calculates differences between levels as delta iÀj ¼ L i À L j . We observe that consecutive levels are correlated, and the deltas are smoother than L, (cf. Fig. 4) . Accordingly, the deltas should compress more easily than L. Using this as motivation, instead of storing all L i , SIRIUS stores fdelta iÀðiþ1Þ j ðN À 1 > i ! 0Þg and a low accuracy dataset L NÀ1 . Restoring the data to the kth accuracy level uses L
NÀ1
and a subset of the deltas fdelta iÀðiþ1Þ j ðN À 1 < i < kÞg. (Full details of the algorithm are presented in Section 3.3.)
SIRIUS versus Adaptive Mesh Refinement
Motivation 3: As compared to adaptive mesh refinement, SIRIUS does not require a priori knowledge about the problem to be examined. It allows for higher accuracy for any sub-regions in the problem domain.
SIRIUS distinguishes from adaptive mesh refinement (AMR) [14] , [15] , [16] as follows. AMR is a simulation-side numerical method that utilizes a priori knowledge to identify and improve the resolution of interesting sub-regions, with the goal of improving compute and memory efficiency. In contrast, SIRIUS is designed to support exploratory data analytics, where a priori knowledge may not be available, and it can augment the accuracy for any sub-regions in the problem domain. Moreover, adding AMR capabilities to applications is intrusive and requires significant changes to simulations, while SIRIUS uses declarative ADIOS interfaces and requires minimal code changes. In addition, AMR generally suffers from limited scalability due to the frequent communications between patches, while the refactoring of SIRIUS is done locally without communications, thus does not arouse this concern. Finally, even for AMR, as far as the simulation results are saved for future use, SIRIUS can be applied to the results to expedite future data analytics. Therefore, SIRIUS may supplement AMR.
Challenges
Although SIRIUS was inspired by existing technologies such as JPEG 2000, there is not a one-to-one analogy. We must address several new design and implementation challenges. First, the context and problem domain of SIRIUS is inherently HPC science-oriented. SIRIUS targets big scientific data, aiming to mitigate the storage I/O bottleneck of data analysis for large scientific simulations. In this scenario, new concerns arise, such as how to co-design complex simulation data and storage in order to take advantage of capacity and performance characteristics of each tier.
Scientific data also necessitate fairly complicated data reduction procedures. Though JPEG images consist of gridded pixel values, which can be fairly easily compressed using the discrete cosine transform, SIRIUS targets a broader class of scientific data that uses structured and unstructured (e.g., triangular) meshes to discretize the problem domain, where the data quantities are stored as floating-point values over the mesh. The variability and complicated representation of data make it hard to achieve high reduction ratios using a single compression algorithm.
Visualizing images is a common technique during data analysis. However, to extract insights from scientific data, it is more than visualization alone. Descriptive, predictive, and prescriptive analytics are widely used to generate actionable results. The design of SIRIUS keeps these requirements in mind to avoid losing salient information in simulation results. For XGC1 data, Kress et al. [17] demonstrated that important features that we will study in Section 4.5 can be completely erased during reduction. Hence, the ability to augment accuracy is important.
DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION
SIRIUS manages simulation results as soon as they are generated, aiming to accelerate forthcoming data analytics. In this section, we present the approaches to reduction, placement, and retrieval of simulation data. Data reduction consists of refactoring and compression. Data retrieval includes reading, decompressing, and restoring data. We begin with a high-level presentation of SIRIUS, demonstrating its workflow and architecture. We then present the SIRIUS data reduction, placement, and retrieval procedures in great detail. The source code of SIRIUS is at https://github.com/ ornladios/ADIOS/tree/sirius.
SIRIUS Overview
Design Principle: Rather than reinventing the wheel, SIRIUS leverages the existing I/O stacks, including MPI and POSIX. Driven by the requirements of data analytics, SIRIUS trades accuracy for speed and provides a new paradigm for scientists to interact with their data. Fig. 1 illustrates the SIRIUS workflow at a glance. As introduced in Section 1, the overall design is intended to provide a range of accuracies to users, using a base low-accuracy dataset, accompanied by a series of deltas that can be applied to increase the accuracy level. The encoding process occurs to the left of the first arrow in Fig. 1 , and the data retrieval occurs to the right of the second arrow. The pyramid represents the levels of storage hierarchy where the data products are written and retrieved, with faster, smaller tiers at the top, and slower, larger ones toward the bottom.
The encoding process occurs in three steps (detailed in Section 3.3). First is refactoring -the series of variable-accuracy versions is generated from the simulation data. Second, the refactored data is further reduced using floating-point compression algorithms. Finally, this compressed data is distributed across the storage hierarchy. We note that SIR-IUS can be run to save data for post-processing, in situ [18] , [19] , [20] , [21] or in transit [18] , [22] . By in situ, we mean SIR-IUS runs on the same node as the simulation (using either the same core or a different core than the simulation process), and the in transit approach stages the data in-memory to auxiliary nodes for processing. Switching transport modes is a runtime option, requiring no source code change or recompilation.
SIRIUS builds upon a data model that consists of meshes and data, and therefore the data refactoring adopts mesh decimation to calculate low-accuracy datasets and deltas. When the refactored data products are placed onto storage tiers, the base dataset is placed onto a faster tier, and the deltas are placed onto larger but slower tiers. We recognize that if the refactoring is to be performed during the execution of a simulation running on many cores, its performance cost needs to be manageable compared to the total simulation time; Section 4.3 briefly considers write performance. However, because SIRIUS specifically targets applications in which the simulation results need to be written once but analyzed a number of times, (e.g., for parameter sensitivity studies), the performance and new functions in data retrieval are the primary metrics we seek to enhance.
On the analytics side, SIRIUS allows users to select the desired level of accuracy, and the compressed data is then retrieved from the storage hierarchy as necessary. The retrieved data is decoded using the appropriate floatingpoint decompression algorithm, and upon decompression, the data will be restored to the target accuracy-level. Further discussions about these steps follow in Section 3.5. Fig. 2 locates SIRIUS in the I/O stack. SIRIUS is implemented as a super I/O transport method in ADIOS and is plugged into the simulation and analytics via the ADIOS write and query interface, respectively. There are two primary reasons why we chose this approach. First, ADIOS provides a high-performance I/O interface on HPC systems, enabling I/O scalability on leadership class systems. The interface includes several choices for I/O transport methods, such as MPI-IO, POSIX, etc., and SIRIUS can leverage these existing high-performance solutions without developing them from scratch. Second, ADIOS has already been used in production by a large number of petascale applications. Plugging SIRIUS into ADIOS requires no source code change from these applications.
Notation
For explanatory convenience, this section introduces the notation that is used throughout the remainder of the paper. L l denotes a data variable, and superscripts select a particular accuracy-level from a progression of levels:
N Total number of levels
Indexing begins at 0, and decreasing l increases the accuracy. The full-accuracy data corresponds to L 0 , and the base dataset corresponds to L NÀ1 . We mathematically clarify the delta calculation L l À L m in Section 3.3.2. Vertices and edges in the mesh at a certain level are denoted as follows: Operator j Á j retrieves the number of vertices or edges of a level. Using this notation, the decimation ratio between level l and l þ 1 is:
For simplicity, let us assume d l ¼ 2. With three levels of accuracy, SIRIUS generates a base dataset L 2 that is 25 percent of the full accuracy size, along with delta 1À2 and
between L 2 and L 1 , and delta 0À1 is the difference between
c and delta ð0À1Þ c , which are subsequently mapped onto the following storage tiers, ST 2 (the fastest but the smallest in capacity, e.g., NVRAM), ST 1 (slower but larger in capacity, e.g., SSD), ST 0 (the slowest but the largest in capacity, e.g., disks), respectively. Note that the adjacent levels are not necessarily mapped to adjacent physical levels due to the fact that some physical tiers may not have the sufficient capacity to accommodate the data. Next, data analytics has three options to examine the data: (1) it requests the lowest accuracy by quickly retrieving L 2 c from ST 2 , and decompresses it to obtain L 2 ; (2) it restores a higher accuracy by additionally retrieving and decompressing delta ð1À2Þ c from ST 1 , and then performing
and (3) it restores the highest accuracy by further retrieving/decompressing delta ð0À1Þ c from ST 0 , and then calculating
These options allow users to progressively augment the data accuracy by fetching the deltas level by level on-the-fly.
Data Refactoring
In general, SIRIUS supports various approaches to refactoring data, including byte splitting [23] , block splitting [10] , mesh decimation [24] , [25] , [26] for both structured and unstructured meshes.
In this paper, we focus on mesh decimation because 1) it can reduce data size effectively (e.g., by a factor of 1000), which is needed for reducing PB-level data; 2) the majority of scientific simulations use mesh-based data models, and working on meshes instead of bytes allows us to leverage the inherent application semantics (e.g., node adjacency); and 3) they can generate a lower-accuracy dataset that is nearly complete in geometry and can be directly consumed by analytics, as opposed to techniques such as block splitting [10] .
Our data refactoring approach progresses iteratively, where each iteration involves two steps: mesh decimation via either topological or uniform decimation, and delta calculation. These steps are followed by floating-point compression then placement onto storage tiers. Each of these four actions are further detailed below. Furthermore, we describe data retrieval, including decompression and the final restoration processes.
Mesh Decimation
To decimate unstructured meshes, SIRIUS adopts two techniques: topological decimation based upon edge collapsing [25] , [26] , [27] to decimate level l and generate level l þ 1, and uniform decimation, where coordinates of an unstructured mesh are linearized and then uniformly decimated. They are described as follows. Topological Decimation. We first insert all edges of a mesh into a priority queue. The priority of an edge is set to the length of an edge, and the shorter edges will be collapsed first to generate the lower accuracy. In general, choosing the priority of an edge is application dependent and is left for future study. The decimation algorithm is described in Algorithm 1. It successively cuts the edge with the shortest length from the mesh until the pre-determined decimation ratio d l is reached. Namely the shortest edge, E 
using the simple mean. The time complexity of decimation is dominated by the cost of the insert operation in a priority queue, which is typically OðlogNÞ, and the complexity of finding the shortest edge is Oð1Þ. Note that the decimation is done locally without requiring communication with other processors, and therefore is embarrassingly parallel.
Uniform Decimation. For uniform decimation, we linearize V l and L l into 1D arrays, and retain every d l th element in V l starting from the first elements to form decimated V lþ1 . The decimation algorithm is described in Algorithm 2. Note that after linearization, the mesh structure cannot be maintained anymore, and therefore needs to be re-built during data analytics. The time complexity of uniform decimation is OðNÞ.
Algorithm 2. Uniform Decimation
Input: G l ðV l ; E l Þ; L l ; d l Output: V lþ1 ; L lþ1 LinearizeðV l ; L l Þ for all V i such that V i 2 V l and i mod d l == 0 do V lþ1 i=d l ¼ V i end for for all L i such that L i 2 L l and i mod d l == 0 do L lþ1 i=d l ¼ L i end for
Delta Calculation
After decimation, instead of directly saving a set of multiple levels fL l j0 l < Ng to storage, SIRIUS writes a single, low-resolution base level L NÀ1 and computes deltas, which are the differences between adjacent accuracy levels. The rationale behind this is that in all three applications we consider, we notice that delta is less variable than L l (Fig. 4) , and for a fixed target accuracy, should be more compressible by libraries such as ZFP [28] . Similarly we discuss delta calculation for both decimations.
Topological Decimation. Equations (1), (2), (3) specify the delta calculation mathematically, Algorithm 3 presents the pseudocode, and Fig. 3a illustrates the delta calculation of one cell within a triangular mesh.
EstimateðÁÞ is an estimation function that uses the data at level l þ 1 to predict level l, leveraging that the two levels are expected to be highly correlated. We further assume (4), (5), (6) specify the delta calculation mathematically, Algorithm 4 presents the pseudocode, and Fig. 3b illustrates the delta calculation between L l and L lþ1 .
EstimateðÁÞ is an estimation function that uses the data at level l þ 1 to predict level l, leveraging that the two levels are expected to be highly correlated. Similarly, we assume that the estimation is a linear combination of L lþ1 i
and L lþ1 iþ1 .
Algorithm 3. Delta Calculation (Topological)
Input: Fig. 4 shows three examples (XGC1, GenASiS, and CFD) of topological decimation and delta calculation. Each set of six panels shows the original data and its full-resolution mesh, the data and mesh decimated at 4X reduction, and the two sets of deltas used to restore the original.
Floating-Point Compression
The refactored data can be further compressed in order to reduce the storage capacity and data movement costs. As of now, SIRIUS has integrated ZFP [28] to perform compression. ZFP is a state-of-the-art floating-point data compressor for scientific data that de-correlates spatially correlated data by exploiting the local smoothness that typically exists between neighboring data elements, which generates near-zero coefficients that can be well compressed. We are in the process of integrating other compression libraries such as SZ [29] and FPC [30] into SIRIUS. As Fig. 4 shows, the delta (e.g., delta 0À1 , delta 1À2 ) calculated between adjacent levels exhibits higher smoothness than the intermediate decimation results (e.g., L
2 ). Effectively, SIRIUS serves as a pre-conditioner that further prepares the data for compression and improves ZFP performance. Fig. 5 compares the normalized data size of the following three approaches: 1) directly using ZFP to compress all levels, 2) using ZFP to compress the base level along with a series of deltas using topological decimation. For example, with three levels of accuracies, the first approach compresses L 0 , L 1 , and L 2 , and the second approach (used in SIRIUS) compresses L 2 , delta 1À2 , and delta 0À1 , and 3) similarly using uniform decimation. As shown in Fig. 5 , SIRIUS can further improve the data compression ratio by 14 percent by compressing deltas for XGC1 data and up to 62.5 percent for GenASiS data.
Observation. SIRIUS serves as a pre-conditioner for compression algorithms to achieve better compression ratios. Uniform decimation, despite that the topological information is lost, it achieves similar compression ratios as topological decimation.
Data Placement
Following compression, the base data and deltas are then placed onto storage tiers. The base data can be decimated to the point that it is small enough to fit into a high tier, e.g., NVRAM, and the additional deltas can be placed onto lower tiers that have larger capacities. If a storage tier does not have sufficient capacity, it will be bypassed and the next tier will be selected. Writing data efficiently is accomplished by utilizing different I/O transports in ADIOS [3] , which are provided through an abstraction layer that eliminates the need to consider storage characteristics within the applications. An I/O transport that best utilizes a specific storage tier is selected and configured in an external XML configuration file (e.g., using ADIOS MPI_AGGREGATE transport for writing data on Lustre, and using ADIOS POSIX for writing data on a local storage). In this paper, we build a 2-tier storage comprised of DRAM-based tmpfs and Lustre parallel file system on Titan, and the refactored data is written in parallel from each core, with the high tier being written first, followed by the low tier. The I/O time measured in this paper is the total time spent on writing both tiers.
Data Retrieval
Data analysis with SIRIUS is designed to take advantage of HPC storage hierarchies. The base dataset is stored on a fast storage tier to enable rapid data exploration (e.g., data inspection). Data retrieval starts from this lowest-accuracy base dataset, and if the accuracy suffices, data retrieval concludes. Otherwise, data from the next level of accuracy is restored using the current accuracy and the associated deltas, likely read from a slower storage tier with larger capacity. The process is repeated until the data accuracy satisfies the user (cf. Fig. 1 ). Note this process can be automated if the criteria to terminate (e.g., PSNR, root mean square error between two adjacent levels) is known as a priori. Otherwise it is interactive and controlled by users. Even if a higher-than-base accuracy is ultimately required, another benefit of SIRIUS is that the initial analysis on the low accuracy data can provide guidance to subsequent, higher fidelity data explorations, and facilitate focused data retrieval, e.g., reading smaller subsets of high accuracy data (for which we will give an example in Section 4.5).
I/O and Decompression
SIRIUS uses the ADIOS read API to retrieve the refactored data. ADIOS provides a metadata-rich binary-packed (BP) data format, which helps to reduce the complexity of retrieving data across storage tiers. Global metadata maintains the location of the refactored data; users can access attributes (e.g., location, size, and etc.) of the data via the ADIOS query interface, e.g., by calling dpot_info=adios_ inq_var(file_handle, "dpot", l), and retrieve data via the ADIOS read interface, e.g., by calling adios_read_var(file_ handle, "dpot", offsets, sizes, dpot, l). In particular, file_handle is the file descriptor, "dpot" is the variable name, offsets and sizes are the offset and size of the sub-region to read, respectively, dpot is the memory region to store the data, and l is the level of accuracy. The retrieved data is then decompressed using the associated compression libraries.
Data Restoration
SIRIUS subsequently restores data to the desired level of accuracy by applying a set of deltas to the base data. Namely, for topological decimation, L (Fig. 3a) . The complexity of restoration is Oðn 2 Þ, where n is the number of vertices at level l. One critical step in restoration is to identify the set of vertices that fall into a triangle < V lþ1 i , V lþ1 j , V lþ1 k > at level l þ 1. The brute force approach that checks whether V l n falls into this triangle can be expensive due to the potentially large number of vertices at level l and triangles at level l þ 1 in the mesh. To this end, SIRIUS stores the mapping between V l n and the triangle into ADIOS metadata during the refactoring phase, and the mapping information can be subsequently used to accelerate data restoration. Algorithm 5 describes the restoration in detail. For uniform decimation, the methodology is similar and the details can be found in Algorithm 6. 
Consideration on Statistics Preserving
In order for the decimated data to retain as much meaningful information as possible, it is often required that the decimated data maintain similar statistics as the original. An example of this is that for fusion particle reduction, scientists often demand that the decimated particle data maintain similar particle distribution. In this section, we will focus on the general methodologies for preserving statistics for the first two orders of moments, i.e., mean and variance, using uniform decimation as an example. The goal is to control the deviation of statistical quantities as a result of decimation, so that they fall within a given threshold, denoted as preserving error. In particular, we consider two cases in our algorithm.
Case 1: High Mean Deviation. If the deviation of mean is higher than preserving error, regardless the outcome of variance, we need to preserve the mean of decimated dataset first. The reason is that variance is affected by the outcome of mean preservation, and therefore needs to be preserved first. We first sort L l and identify two candidate intervals centered at dðmeanðL l Þ À minðL l ÞÞ=2e and dðmaxðL l ÞÀ meanðL l Þ=2e, denoted as left candidate and right candidate, respectively. The length of interval is set empirically to one percent of original data size. We use the elements in the candidate intervals to replace those in L lþ1 repeatedly, until the mean deviation of L lþ1 is within preserving error, compared to meanðL l Þ. In particular, if the mean of the decimated dataset appears to be low, we choose the elements in right candidate for replacement. Otherwise, the elements in left candidate will be selected. Furthermore, we always choose to replace the one in L lþ1 that can lead to minimal mean deviation, as compared to the meanðL l Þ. After an element in L lþ1 is selected to be replaced, the corresponding element in the candidate interval is removed. To reduce the overhead as well as take advantage of the intuition that using two consecutive elements in the sorted L l can result in relatively small impact, we select the next element for replacement with certain stride, e.g., ten percent of the interval length. If the deviation of the new mean is still larger than preserving error after all elements in the candidate intervals have been examined, it is deemed that the target data cannot have statistics preserved after decimation. With mean being preserved, we turn to Case 2 to manage variance deviation, if it is higher than preserving error.
Case 2: Low Mean Deviation, but High Variance Deviation. In addition to the two candidate intervals in case 1, we construct an additional interval centered at meanðL l Þ, called center candidate. This new interval represents those which can yield smaller variance. When the variance of the decimated data is less than varianceðL l Þ and the mean is less than meanðL l Þ, we choose to select elements in right candidate. When the variance is less than varianceðL l Þ but the mean is larger than meanðL l Þ, left candidate will be used; otherwise, center backup will be chosen. Note that for the elements in candidate interval, only those that can decrease the deviation of variance and ensure that the mean deviation is within preserving error will be used to do replacement. If such elements do not exist in the associated candidate interval, we deem that statistics could not be preserved for the target data.
Complexity. Since the major complexity lies in the replacement, we make the decision that we only replace the elements in L lþ1 with those in the relatively smaller candidate intervals in L l , as opposed to the entire L l . As a result, the time complexity is Oðm Á nÞ, where m is the length of candidate interval and n is the number of elements in L lþ1 . One could adjust the value of m to make the trade-off between the overhead and efficacy of statistic preserving.
EVALUATION
In this section, we first evaluate the impact of SIRIUS on both simulations and data analytics. We then evaluate the end-to-end time of analytics pipeline using the progressive data exploration capability offered by SIRIUS.
Applications and Datasets
We use three applications to evaluate SIRIUS. Each of them includes floating-point quantities on an unstructured triangular mesh. Fig. 4 provides visualizations of using SIRIUS for such quantities, showing two levels of mesh refinement, as well as variable quantities at these levels and the associated deltas. For statistic preserving, we further test a broader set of data, listed in Table. 1.
XGC1
We apply SIRIUS to the use case of so-called blob transport [31] , [32] in data from XGC1, the plasma physics simulation code as aforementioned. These blobs are local over/ under-densities in plasma quantities, which develop near the edge of the detector, and dissipate confined energy from the system. We are particularly interested in examining behavior in the dpot variable, which measures how the electric potential deviates from background. It is a 3D scalar field, organized into a discrete set of 2D planes at different positions around the rotation axis of the toroidally-shaped reactor. We analyze the properties of blobs with and without SIRIUS encoding, as well as quantify the performance impacts. Fig. 4a shows dpot data of one plane, each represented by a mesh of 164,348 triangles. We refer the reader to Figs. 14 and 15, in which blobs are explicitly circled.
GenASiS
GenASiS [33] is a multi-physics code developed for the simulation of astrophysical systems involving nuclear matter. Fig. 4b shows the magnetic field (normVec_magnitude) surrounding a solar core collapse, resulting in a supernova. The mesh of the dataset consists of 130,050 triangles.
CFD
Computational fluid dynamics (CFD) studies and analyzes the interaction of liquids with surfaces under certain boundary conditions. We highlight SIRIUS outputs originating from a CFD simulation I/O kernel in Fig. 4c . The color scale encodes pressure values near the front of a fighter jet. The deltas indicate that the most precision is needed along the interface of the material and the airflow. The mesh of the entire jet consists of 524,384 triangles.
Testbed and Assumptions
At the time that the experiments were conducted, we did not have access to a production level multi-tier storage system, such as those with burst buffer. To demonstrate the idea and feasibility of SIRIUS, we use a DRAM-backed tmpfs and Lustre parallel file system to emulate a two-tier storage system on Titan. The detailed system configuration of Titan can be found in [34] .
All runs assume that the base dataset can always fit in tmpfs. However, in a production environment, this may not be true and we believe data migration and eviction will play an integral part, which needs to be developed in SIRIUS. We assume a proportional resource allocation, that the space of the high-performance storage tiers is allocated proportional to the simulation output sizes. If the size of simulation data is s, and the capacity ratio between tmpfs and Lustre file system tier is 1 x , then the space of tmpfs allocated to the simulation data is s x . The performance of retrieving base data is largely a reflection of the DRAM speed, and depending on the storage technologies used for high-performance tiers, the performance achieved by SIRIUS may vary from the measurements here. Clearly SIRIUS performs the best on a system when the performance gap between tiers is pronounced.
Write Performance
Fig . 6 evaluates the cost of decimation, delta calculation (including compression), and I/O for topological and uniform decimation, respectively. The purpose is to understand the impact of data refactoring on simulations, which often run at scale thus requiring high efficiency. The plot shows a time breakdown writing the refactored XGC1, GenASiS, and CFD data using SIRIUS with a decimation ratio of eight. Overall, topological decimation results in much higher overhead than uniform decimation. In particular, for topological decimation, most of the time is spent on calculating the delta between two adjacent levels, as a result of the expensive projection from the decimated mesh to the original mesh (Fig. 3a) . Our preliminary work [35] further shows that this bottleneck of topological decimation can be relieved with the increased compute-to-storage ratio, a general trend on future HPC systems [36] .
Observation. Data refactorization, such as topological decimation, can incur high overhead to simulations, and therefore must be designed and chosen carefully. However, we note this one-time cost can be amortized by the benefits to data analytics that may examine data many times.
Statistics Preserving
Recognizing statistic preserving is sensitive to dataset itself, we additionally use a broad set of benchmark data to evaluate the statistics preserving heuristics. It includes BLAST2, BUMP, EDDY, FISH2D, SEDOV, YF17_P, and YF17_T (see Table 1 for more details). We set preserving error to 5 percent. We observe that under 2X decimation of all datasets, the deviation of mean and variance is within preserving error, therefore needless to preserve statistics. Figs. 7, 8, 9, 10, 11 show the outcome of statistics preserving with decimation ratio varied from 4 to 64. It is clear that our algorithm manages to maintain mean and variance for all datasets except for BLAST2, if the decimation ratio is less than 64. To understand why we fail to maintain statistics in BLAST2, we further plot the cumulative density of BLAST2 in Fig. 12 . It is revealed that the majority of data is distributed around the values of 0, 100, and 1000. As a result, there are limited options for substituting values from the candidate internal. When the decimation ratio reaches 64, we could not maintain the variance for CFD and YF17_P. The reason is that the resulting deviation of variance is too high 
FISH2D
Velocity magnitude in a CFD calculation of cooling air being injected into a mixing tank.
SEDOV
Pressure of strong shocks in a hydrodynamical simulation.
YF17_P
Pressure in a computational fluid dynamics calculation.
YF17_T
Temperature in a computational fluid dynamics calculation.
such that even replacing all elements from the candidate intervals would not lead to a satisfactory deviation.
Impact on Data Analytics
SIRIUS allows users to select the level of accuracy that is sufficient for one's scientific discovery. The choice of accuracy is mostly driven by two questions: How much faster data analytics can run with the reduced accuracy, and what is the impact of reduced accuracy on data analytics? This section focuses on discussing the second question. To assess the impact of lower accuracy to data analytics, we use both micro and macro metrics. For the micro metrics, we use PSNR, which is a commonly used metric to measure the data quality, to evaluate the results of SIRIUS. Fig. 13 shows PSNR of XGC1, GenASiS, and CFD under various decimation ratios. It is observed that at each decimation ratio, the PSNR of topological decimation is higher than that of uniform decimation, which suggests the quality of refactored data using topological decimation is higher.
Observation. Although topological decimation results in substantial overhead, it maintains higher data quality as compared to uniform decimation.
For the macro metrics, we assess the outcome of two realistic data analytics: 1) blob detection in XGC1 data, from which fusion scientists examine the electrostatic potential (dpot) in a fusion device and study the trajectory of high energy particles; 2) extracting the features of high-pressure area in CFD data.
We first test blob detection over XGC1 data. Specifically, we use the blob detection function in OpenCV, an open source computer vision library, to identify areas with high electric potentials in a 2D plane of dpot data. It uses simple thresholding, grouping, and merging techniques to locate blobs. We set the blob detection parameter of < minThreshold; maxThreshold; minArea > to < 10; 200; 200 > .
Figs. 14 and 15 illustrate the results of blob detection under various accuracy levels, L 0 through L 5 , using topological and uniform decimation, respectively. The circled areas in each plot are identified as high energy blobs. Overall both decimation methods can detect blobs reasonably well even at L 5 (32X reduction). From another angle, these results show that simulations data can be over-resolved, and therefore after decimation, data analysis can still capture useful physics. Visually speaking, uniform decimation, despite being much faster, loses more high electrostatic areas at L 5 as compared to topological decimation. Fig. 16 further dives into the properties of blobs captured. Fig. 16a indicates that as the accuracy decreases, the number of blobs captured by the detection algorithm decreases as a result of information loss. We notice that as the decimation ratio increases, blobs tend to expand as a result of interpolation, then disappear once the potential falls below a certain threshold, as evidenced by the increased blob diameter and up-and-down area size in Fig. 16b and 16c . Nevertheless, in Fig. 14 most blobs in the full accuracy data can still be detected using a moderately reduced accuracy, and blobs detected in the low accuracy data still have a high overlap ratio with the blobs detected in the full accuracy data (Fig. 16d) . Two blobs are defined as overlapped if the distance between their two centers is less than the sum of their radius. The high overlap ratio suggests that the blobs detected in the low accuracy data can still capture the areas with high electric potential to some degree. This can help scientists to quickly scan for features at low accuracy, then zoom into areas with features by fetching a subset of high accuracy data. Fig. 17 analyzes the high pressure area in CFD. If the pressure value of all three vertices in a triangle is above 150, we mark it as a high pressure triangle. In particular, Fig. 17a measures the total high pressure area, and Fig. 17b further computes the total force of high pressure area. It is shown that both quantities decrease as decimation ratio. At the decimation ratio of 32, the decimation introduces an error of 35 percent.
Observation. Low accuracy data will impact data analytics due to the information loss. However, low accuracy can generate informative results that can provide insights and guide subsequent discovery. Fig. 18b plots how long it takes to restore full-accuracy data from lower-accuracy data. For example, at decimation ratio of 4, it takes 2.4 seconds to restore from L 2 c to L 0 . SIR-IUS can restore the full accuracy data and reduce the data analysis time by up to 50 percent (against the case that we analyze full accuracy directly) due to the I/O savings from fully utilizing the storage hierarchy and pre-conditioning data for the ZFP compressor. 
Progressive Data Exploration
RELATED WORK
Data management has been identified as one of the top research challenges of exascale [37] . It is recognized that efficient data reduction, storage, analysis, and visualization are crucial due to the worsening I/O bottleneck for future systems. For efficient data analysis, new data processing frameworks and I/O systems are required to facilitate in situ data processing before data at rest [38] . However, until recently, most data produced by scientific applications have been saved on mass storage first, then analyzed and visualized at a later time [39] . Data compression methods, which reduce data sizes while preserving information are desired. Efforts have been made to enable efficient queries directly on compressed data [40] .
A challenge is to develop a flexible data reduction mechanism that users can easily customize according to their data collection practices and analysis needs [38] . To avoid losing critical insights from simulation results, lossless compression [41] , [42] were developed for scientific floatingpoint data. However, lossless compression usually achieves less than a 2X reduction ratio [43] , greatly limiting its impact on reducing data footprints. Assessing the effects of data compression in simulations, Laney et al. [43] demonstrated that lossy compression mechanisms could achieve a 3 to 5X reduction ratio without causing significant changes to important physical quantities, which validated the feasibility and benefits of applying lossy compression in exascale. Lossy compression methods including ZFP [28] and SZ [29] have now been implemented to achieve high reduction ratio with low overhead. The preliminary work of this paper [44] also uses decimation techniques to reduce data.
Mesh geometries are widely used to organize scientific data, and mesh compression algorithms [45] have been implemented to compress both the geometry data and the connectivity data. To enable representing functions and analyzing features at multiple levels of detail, the algorithm for progressive compression of arbitrary triangular meshes has been implemented [46] . Largely geared towards uniform or blockstructured meshes, ViSUS [47] and related projects [48] have undertaken efforts to use hierarchical Z-ordering to progressively refine grids. In addition, machine learning approaches were also adopted for compressing motion vectors [49] .
Considering that I/O constraints are making it increasingly difficult for scientists to save a sufficient amount of raw simulation data to persistent storage, in-situ and intransit data analysis [18] , [19] , [50] , [51] , which tries to perform as much analysis as possible while the data are still in memory, has roused research interests. A major challenge for achieving in situ analysis is that it leads to an increased run time of simulations that still need to complete within a fixed-time job allocation [51] . Additionally, not all analytical interests can be decided beforehand. Scientists may change their interests based on some observations of simulation results or based on new research. Therefore, in-situ data analysis cannot fully replace traditional output file based analysis in the near future. To tackle the challenge of enabling in situ visualization under performance constraints, Dorier et al. [51] propose to score and screen out interesting data blocks for visualization instead of using the full dataset, so as to reduce the data processing time. The methods of screening potentially interesting data can also be useful for the data decimation process of SIRIUS.
System-level optimizations have also been made to expedite scientific data analysis. Consider that query-driven data exploration induces heterogeneous access patterns that further stress the underlying storage system, MLOC [52] and PARLO [53] were proposed. MLOC implemented a parallel multi-level layout optimization framework for compressed scientific data to enable an effective data exploration under various access patterns. PARLO integrated MLOC with ADIOS [3] to achieve run-time layout optimization. SDS [54] reorganizes data to match the read patterns of analytical tasks to accelerate read operations. BurstFS [55] utilizes burst buffers to support scalable and efficient aggregation of I/O bandwidth, accelerating read operations of analytical tasks by an order of magnitude. We believe system level optimizations and data compression should be codesigned to transparently benefit end users.
CONCLUSION
This paper describes our efforts in enabling extreme-scale data analytics via progressive refactoring. This paper is motivated by a large-scale production run, in which the data was too large to be effectively analyzed. To address this challenge, we design and implement SIRIUS, a data management middleware that allows simulation data to be refactored, compressed, and mapped to storage tiers. The key advantage of SIRIUS is that users can perform exploratory data analysis progressively without being forced to work on the highest accuracy data. To achieve this, SIRIUS utilizes mesh decimation (topological and uniform decimation) to generate a base dataset along with a series of deltas. Its co-design of analysis and storage provides a new data management paradigm for simulation-based science. 
